B. Braun Medical Inc.
1601 Wallace Drive
Suite 150
Carrollton, TX 75006
Telephone: (972) 245-2243
Fax:
(972) 245-1741

July 26, 2018

Discontinuation of Sales Notice
CME® Ambulatory Infusion System
Dear Valued Customer:
Please find the following information regarding the discontinuation of sales for all CME Ambulatory
Infusion products. As you are aware, B. Braun and CME have agreed to terminate our exclusive sales
arrangement for CME pump and administration set products. As such, B. Braun will no longer be selling
CME ambulatory infusion pump products as of 12/31/2018. To expedite the transition process, B. Braun has
agreed to forward all CME pump and accessory orders to CME directly. Accordingly, we would encourage
you to begin pricing negotiations for all CME products with the contact listed below. I have included the
catalog numbers for all CME products that B. Braun has previously sold. While this list is complete for B.
Braun, there may be additional items provided by CME that were not sold by B. Braun. You can request a
complete list of products from CME.
It is important to note that B. Braun will continue to provide administration sets per our exclusive agreement
with CME until 12/31/2018. Throughout the second half of this year, B. Braun will forward purchase
inquiries to CME as we deplete inventory.
If you purchase CME pump sets via distribution, our distribution partners have been notified and will help
provide as seamless a transition as possible during this process. Please contact them directly at your earliest
convenience.
If you purchase sets directly from B. Braun it is important that you begin pricing negotiations with CME as
soon as possible to minimize the potential for supply disruption during this transition. Please use the contact
provided by CME below to begin these pricing discussions.
Please Contact:
Gina Ryan, Account Manager
O: 877.263.0111, ext. 222
D: 720.452.0077
F: 303.957.1978
E: gryan@cmeamerica.com
www.cmeamerica.com
It is also important to note that B. Braun will be removing all CME product codes from any active contracts
effective January 1, 2019. This would include, but not be limited to, Group Purchasing Organization (GPO),
Distribution, Network and Individual agreements.
Thank you in advance for your continued support during this transition process. Please contact your B. Braun
Account Manager if you have any questions or require additional clarification regarding this notice and we will
address them as quickly as possible.
Best Regards,

Michael J Zakrewski
Product Director, Automated Infusion Systems
Attachment

